KEBLE COLLEGE GOVERNING BODY 2017/18

Warden
Prof HL Anderson  Chemistry  Prof T Higham  Archaeological Science
Dr S Apetrei  Theology  Prof D Jaksch  Physics
Dr IW Archer  History  Prof TJ Jenkinson  Finance
Dr LM Bendall  Aegean Prehistory  Dr A Juhász  Mathematics
Dr M Bevis  English Literature  Prof SE Kearsey  Biological Sciences
Prof M Bockmuehl  Theology  Prof R Klose  Genetics
Mr RJ Boden  Bursar  Prof V Mayer-Schönberger  Internet Regulation
Dr S Butt  Neuroscience  Dr D McDermott  Politics
Prof SA Cameron  Computer Science  Dr A-MS Misra  Information Engineering
Prof F Caron  Statistics  Prof P Newman  Engineering Science
Prof G-Q Chen  Mathematics  Dr S Payne  Law
Prof U Coope  Ancient Philosophy  Prof D Purkiss  English
Prof N Eubank  Theology  Prof S Rayner  Science and Society
Revd N Everett  Chaplain  Prof G Reinert  Statistics
Prof S Faulkner  Chemistry  Dr AP Rogers  Senior Tutor
Prof S Fletcher  Chemistry  Dr K Sheppard  Economics
Prof N Gardini  Italian  Dr H Smith  Economics
Prof C Gosden  Archaeology  Dr K Soonawalla  Management
Dr B Greenough  Geography  Prof J Tomlinson  Diabetics
Dr U Grünberg  Medicine  Miss J Tudge  Director of Development
Dr J Goudkamp  Law  Prof R Washington  Geography
Dr ERF Harcourt  Philosophy  Prof S Whatmore  Geography
Dr MN Hawcroft  French

Research Fellows (not members of Governing Body)
Dr Sophie Archer  (Robin Geffen Research Fellow and Tutor in Philosophy)
Dr Liesbeth Corens  British Academy Postdoctoral Research Fellow in History
Dr Foteini Dimiriouli  (Outreach and Career Development Fellow)
Dr Thomas Jellis  British Academy Postdoctoral Research Fellow in Geography
Dr Felix Leach  (Research Fellow and Tutor in Engineering Science)
Dr Diana Leca  Robin Geffen Career Development Fellow in English
Dr Lambros Malafouris  (Senior Research Fellow in Archaeology)
Dr Danyu Yang  (Research Fellow and Tutor in Mathematics)

Research Associate Members
Dr Myoungjean Bae  Mathematics  Dr Daniel McGowan  Medical Imaging
Dr Rob Bellamy  Creativity  Dr James Palmer  Geography
Dr Nicola Farrer  Chemistry  Ms Jessica Pryce-Jones  Leadership
Dr Przemyslaw Gawel  Chemistry  Dr Ralph Schroeder  Internet Studies
Dr Bernard Gowers  History  Dr Mireia Sidera Portela  Chemistry
Dr Kenneth Gray  Mr Ralph Walter  Victorian Politics

Collaborating Research Scholar
Prof Tim Burt  Geography